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a b s t r a c t
As a new computing model, mobile edge computing (MEC) is designed to better deal with various forms
of service requests, such as computing intensity and delay sensitivity, in the era of big data and the
Internet of Things (IoT). However, the development of MEC is still in its infancy, and many issues need
to be further investigated. One of the key issues that needs to be addressed in MEC is rational task
oﬄoading. Due to the dynamic, real time and complex nature of the MEC environment, the security and
reliability of edge data are becoming increasingly important. Based on the above problems, we construct
a task oﬄoading integrated trust evaluation mechanism and, combined with the double deep Q-network
(DDQN) algorithm in deep reinforcement learning (DRL), propose a novel task oﬄoading algorithm,
named DDTMOA. Simulation results show that the DDTMOA algorithm can effectively reduce the average
task response time and total system energy consumption while ensuring task oﬄoading performance
compared to other classical algorithms.
© 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the advent of the 5G network era, 5G communication
technology is gradually moving toward standardization. The IoT [2]
and in-vehicle networks (IVNs) [17] are increasingly widely used in
people’s daily lives. With the increase in terminal equipment, data
present explosive growth. According to the latest results of the
Cisco global cloud index, in 2021, the quantity of data generated
by various terminal devices, humans, and machines reached 3.2
zettabytes (ZB) [11]; additionally, Huawei predicts that by 2025,
the number of terminal devices connected to the Internet of Things
will be inﬁnitely close to 100 billion [8].
MEC [1], as an effective supplement to cloud computing, gathers various resources, such as computing, storage, intelligence, and
application, at the edge of the network (near the user end). Part
of the user’s service requests can be oﬄoaded to a near-end MEC
server for processing through the wireless channel so that delaysensitive tasks can respond quickly, reduce task response time, and
improve the user’s Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). Some tasks are oﬄoaded to the MEC server, which
can alleviate network bandwidth transmission pressure and reduce
the transmission energy consumption and transmission overhead.
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Some of the computationally intensive tasks can be oﬄoaded to a
remote cloud center with more suﬃcient computing and storage
resources via edge base stations (BSs) through the core network
for processing so that computationally intensive service requests
can also be guaranteed. Therefore, reasonable task oﬄoading (computing oﬄoading) is particularly important. Because of real-time
dynamics and edge environment complexity, edge environment
security, such as data oﬄoading security, is also facing a great
challenge. The reliability and security of edge data are becoming
increasingly prominent [21], [9]. Therefore, to ensure the reliability
and security of edge data, new methods of oﬄoading data security
tasks for edge computing are urgently needed.
Design eﬃcient task scheduling and resource allocation strategies is one of the ways to enhance the task oﬄoading experience
of mobile users in the MEC distributed systems. Currently, an increasing number of scholars are using reinforcement learning to
solve this problem [13], [34]. Among them, the Q-learning algorithm determines the value of each state corresponding to the next
action by constructing a Q-table. However, the low-dimensional inputs and outputs are not able to satisfy complex MEC scenarios. In
the next step, many complex strategies use DRL to allocate tasks
as well as resources [37]. In conjunction with deep learning, neural networks are used instead of the Q-table. While this approach
enables deep Q network (DQN) to handle high-dimensional data, it
tends to be limited to falling into suboptimal solutions [19], [25].
Therefore, to obtain a better oﬄoading strategy when the num-
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ber of end devices is quite large, we design an oﬄoading strategy
based on the DRL algorithm DDQN. However, simply establishing
such an oﬄoading strategy is not enough. Because there will be an
other signiﬁcant problem-trust management that should be considered [22], [30]. During the oﬄoading process, the user’s identity
authority and the trustworthiness of the compute node may pose
a threat to security and privacy. To reduce these security risks, we
propose a trust mechanism considering three aspects: identity, behavior, and capability.
Therefore, this paper studies the task oﬄoading problem based
on the integrated trust evaluation mechanism combined with
DDQN [16] and proposes a novel task oﬄoading algorithm, which
provides a new idea for solving the task oﬄoading problem in the
MEC environment and has certain value and signiﬁcance for future
theoretical research and practical application signiﬁcance.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

are maximized. Wang et al. [28] studied a uniﬁed MSP performance tradeoff framework, using Lyapunov technology to optimize
the framework, and the VariedLen algorithm to solve the optimization problem. The experimental results show that this method can
make the average MSP proﬁt reach the optimal level under the
premise of ensuring system stability and low congestion. To improve the energy eﬃciency of an MEC system, Wang et al. [31]
proposed the joint energy minimization and resource allocation
problem of CRAN and MEC and transformed the problem into a
nonconvex optimization problem. Under the delay constraint, an
iterative algorithm was used to solve the optimization problem
to minimize the weighted sum of the two kinds of energy. The
simulation results show that the method can improve system performance and save energy.
The above task oﬄoading optimization methods can improve
the performance of MEC systems to a certain extent. However,
the objectives of the above methods are relatively singular, and
there may be a case of optimizing another objective at the cost
of one resource. Therefore, the optimization of a single objective
is not enough to verify that an optimization method is absolutely
effective. [35] designed a task oﬄoading optimization framework.
Under this framework, an optimization problem was proposed to
minimize both task execution delay and oﬄoading failure probability. The problem was transformed into a nonconvex optimization
problem and solved by a heuristic algorithm. Numerical simulation
results show that the proposed method can trade off task delay
and energy consumption with less complexity.
The above methods consider the biobjective and multiobjective problems in MEC and solve the optimization problems
through linear optimization, nonlinear optimization, convex optimization, combinatorial optimization and other mathematical
methods, which reﬂects MEC performance to a certain extent.
However, the above pure mathematical combination optimization
methods have great limitations, the solution process is complex,
the time and space complexity is high, and the universality is not
strong, which is more reﬂected in the value of theoretical research.
With the great breakthrough in artiﬁcial intelligence (AI), DRL has
made considerable breakthroughs in the ﬁeld of AI. In recent years,
the DRL method has also been widely used in cloud computing
and MEC scenarios. To solve the problem of multiservice node
oﬄoading and mobile task multidependence in large-scale heterogeneous MEC, Lu et al. [18] developed a new task oﬄoading
algorithm based on DRL and improved the algorithm by using an
LSTM network. Simulation results showed that the algorithm is superior to other algorithms in energy consumption, load balancing,
delay and average execution time.
As mentioned above, the task oﬄoading and resource allocation algorithm based on DRL can improve the performance of the
MEC system to a certain extent. However, MEC wants to achieve
comprehensive development, and the security, privacy and reliability of edge data must be guaranteed. Elgendy et al. [7] created a
multi-user resource allocation and computational oﬄoading model
with data security, taking into account the computational capacity, resource constraints and data security of the MEC system. The
model introduces AES encryption as a security layer to protect sensitive information from network attacks. Finally, the least squares
method is used to solve the task oﬄoading problem. Simulation
results show that the method can effectively improve the performance of the system compared to local execution and complete
oﬄoading schemes. To ensure data security and integrity, Hou et
al. [5] combined blockchain technology with MEC to propose a
task allocation problem that considers node capacity and reward
fairness, and solved it by a heuristic algorithm. To ensure the credibility of the computational results, a police patrol model was used
to optimize the overall rewards of the system. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.

• To ensure the reliability, privacy, and security of edge data
when solving the task oﬄoading problem in mobile edge computing, we propose a task oﬄoading framework based on an
integrated trust evaluation mechanism. The mechanism consists of trusted identity, trusted behavior, and trusted capability.
• We build a two-tier MEC model, and based on Markov decision
theory, the task oﬄoading problem under the two-tier MEC
model is modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP), and
explore the optimal strategy through the DRL method. We integrate the trust mechanism into the constraints of the model,
which is a prerequisite for performing DRL.
• We study a biobjective problem in a two-tier MEC environment. To objectively describe the proportion of two optimization objectives in the MEC scene, we use the entropy weight
method to estimate the weight value of the optimization objectives.
• Based on the integrated trust mechanism and combined with
the DDQN algorithm, we propose a novel task oﬄoading algorithm. Experimental results show that our proposed algorithm
has better performance than other algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 reviews related work on the task oﬄoading problem in the MEC environment. The Section 3 describes the MEC model, task type and
deﬁnition, communication model, computation model, integrated
trust mechanism, and task oﬄoading problem. The Section 5 explains the MDP model, the DRL method and DDQN algorithm, and
the main content and design principle of our algorithm. The Section 6 compares the performance of our proposed algorithm with
that of several other algorithms and analyzes the experimental results. Finally, the Section 7 summarizes this paper and provides
potential directions for future work.
2. Related work
MEC, as a new computing model, has been widely considered
by academia and industry since it was proposed. Many scholars
have carried out in-depth research on MEC and have fully considered the security, reliability and privacy of edge data, task oﬄoading and resource allocation in the MEC environment. Eﬃcient task
oﬄoading maximizes the beneﬁts of user providers and improves
the QoS and QoE of users as much as possible under limited resources. Task oﬄoading is a typical NP-hard problem [10].
At present, for the task oﬄoading problem in an MEC environment, the main optimization objectives include energy consumption, delay, and cost. For different optimization objectives, many
optimization methods have been proposed. To minimize system
energy consumption, the proﬁts of mobile service providers (MSPs)
186
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assumed that the task needs to be oﬄoaded from the local end
to the edge server for processing. According to the task oﬄoading
strategy, in general, the task will be oﬄoaded to the edge server
near the edge area for execution. However, the task may also be
oﬄoaded to other edge servers in the far edge area, which will
lengthen the communication distance and increase the task communication delay.
3.2. Task type and deﬁnition
The big data era presents a variety of service requests (task requests), which can be divided into different categories according to
different task attributes. Considering whether there are dependencies between tasks, tasks can be divided into independent tasks
and nonindependent tasks. Independent tasks cannot be further
subdivided, and there is no constraint relationship between tasks;
nonindependent tasks include multiple tasks, and there are priority and constraint relationships between subtasks. Subtasks must
wait for the completion of all parent tasks before they can start
execution. Considering whether the task request is real time, the
tasks can be divided into online tasks and oﬄine tasks. Oﬄine
tasks indicate that the broker already knows the total number of
tasks arriving at the data center, the arrival time of each task, the
quantity of data, the requested computing resources and the storage resources before starting to schedule and unload tasks. Online
tasks refer to tasks that are generated in real time. Before scheduling and unloading tasks, the broker does not know how many
tasks will arrive in the data center and all related attributes of
the tasks. Each task is processed every time it arrives. MEC connects the wireless network and AI together, generally including
the cloud, edge and user terminals. The user terminal generally
refers to a mobile device such as mobile phones and notebook
computers, and the tasks generated by these devices are small and
independent. Therefore, this article simulates online independent
tasks, the task queue is nonpreemptive, and the time interval for
task generation to arrive at the data center obeys a Poisson distribution. Task attributes can be deﬁned as:

Fig. 1. Two-tier MEC model.

Currently, although researchers have carried out some research
on related issues in MEC, most of the related research is in the
initial stage, and many technologies are not mature enough. The
traditional solutions to the security, reliability and privacy issues
of cloud computing are not fully applicable to MEC. Therefore, optimizing the performance of MEC on the premise of ensuring the
security and reliability of edge data is a problem worthy of further study. For this reason, this paper proposes an integrated trust
evaluation mechanism. Based on this mechanism, consider optimizing dual objectives, including delay and energy consumption,
combined with the DDQN [25], [32] algorithm is used to solve the
task oﬄoading problem in MEC. Experimental results show that
our proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the average task
response time and the total system energy consumption while ensuring task oﬄoading performance.
3. Overview of MEC model architecture
In this section, we describe the MEC model ﬁrst. After that,
we introduce the task type and deﬁnition. And we introduce the
system submodels, including the communication model and the
computation model.

task = {idi , sub i , di , memi , cpu i , deadline i , sct i , areai } ,

(1)

where idi is the id of task i, sub i is the submission time of task
i, di represents the data size of task i, memi denotes the memory resources requested by task i, cpu i indicates the computing
resources requested by task i, deadline i represents the maximum
response time that task i can tolerate, sct i denotes the minimum
security level requirement for the computing node when task i requests execution, and areai indicates the generation area of task
i.

3.1. MEC model
As shown in Fig. 1, in this paper, we consider a two-layer MEC
model; the two layers are the local terminal equipment layer and
the edge server layer. The local terminal equipment layer is composed of various user equipment (UE) devices, and the local equipment has certain computing and storage capabilities.
The edge server layer is composed of base stations (BSs) and
edge servers. Edge servers have more computing and storage resources and stronger task processing abilities than local devices.
Each base station (BS) and multiple heterogeneous servers form
an edge area, and the coverage of the edge area is limited. The
UE communicates with the BS through the wireless network, and
the BS interacts through the core network. The communication distance between UEs and BSs is different.
Task oﬄoading can be divided into two types: partial oﬄoading and overall oﬄoading. Partial oﬄoading refers to decomposing
an independent task into multiple subtasks; some subtasks are ofﬂoaded from the UE to the edge server for execution, and the
remaining partial subtasks are reserved for processing on the local UE. Overall oﬄoading refers to oﬄoading all tasks to the edge
server for processing. This paper considers the overall oﬄoading of
tasks in the MEC model, and the tasks can only be processed on
the edge server or UE alone. In the MEC model we consider, it is

3.3. Communication model
The UE communicates with the edge BS through the wireless
network. Assuming that the channel gain between the UE and the
edge BS is g, the unit is dB, and the channel gain can be expressed
as:

g = 127 + 25 · log 10 ( D ) ,

(2)

where D represents the communication distance between the UE
and the edge BS. Assuming that task i needs to be oﬄoaded to
an edge server for execution, the transmission power of task i
oﬄoaded from the UE to the edge server is p. According to the
Shannon formula, the communication rate of task i can be given
by:
187
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p · g2
N·B


,

returned to the local return delay. Similar to Eq. (5), the response
time of task i processed on the edge server is deﬁned as:

(3)

where B represents the communication bandwidth of the wireless
channel between the UE and the BS, and N represents the noise
power density of the channel.

ct
t ires
,e = t i ,e − sub i ,

where
is the completion time of task i on the edge server.
When task i is oﬄoaded to the edge server for processing, there
is communication energy consumption and execution energy consumption on the edge server. Communication energy consumption
and execution energy consumption are, respectively, expressed as:

3.4. Computational model
In this subsection, we focus on the computational model in
terms of response time and system energy consumption of the
task, which include edge computing and local computing.

tra
E ltra
,e = p · tl,e = p ·

E exe
i ,e = q · d i ,

3.4.1. Local computing
The mobile UE at the local layer has certain computing and
storage capabilities and can handle some lightweight task requests.
The computing capability of the UE is represented by the CPU frequency, which is f l . According to the task oﬄoading strategy, if
task i is assigned to be executed on the UE, then the execution
time of task i on the UE and the response time of task i can be
expressed as:

di · C

t iexe
,l

=

t ires
,l

= t ict,l

,

(4)

− subi ,

(5)

fl

tltra
,e =

fe
di
rl,e

.

,

,

(10)
(11)

In this section, the theoretical background of DDQN is described. First, we present a theoretical model of the MDP. Then,
we present an elaboration of the details of the DRL approach.
4.1. Markov decision process
MDP [29] is a research theory used to solve sequential decisionmaking problems in uncertain environments. Sequential decisionmaking problems refer to problems in which the agent with
decision-making ability needs to choose from many actions according to the state of the current environment at each time that
obeys the exponential distribution, and the state of the environment may change due to environmental uncertainty. Every time
the agent makes a choice and performs an action, the agent receives a timely reward from the external environment. The reward
affects the environmental state at the next decision time. In other
words, in the current state, after the agent makes a decision and
selects an action, it immediately obtains a reward value from the
external environment and moves to the next state. With continuous decision-making progress, the state continues to transfer until
decision-making ends, and the whole decision-making process is
completed. In essence, based on certain decision criteria, the agent
continuously explores until it ﬁnally selects a set of optimal actions to maximize the long-term reward.
In summary, MDP is a mathematical model for the agent to
continuously interact with the external environment, which can be
represented by a quadruple ( S , A , P , R ):

(6)

3.4.2. Edge computing
Although the UE has certain computing and storage resources,
compared to the edge server, its computing power and storage capacity are relatively limited, and it can only handle a small number
of lightweight task requests. To better guarantee the user’s QoS request, according to the task oﬄoading strategy, most of the task
requests may be oﬄoaded to the edge server for processing. The
computing power of the edge server is deﬁned as f e . Assuming
that task i is oﬄoaded to the edge server for processing, the execution time of task i on the edge server and communication time
of task i can be expressed as:

di · C

rl,e

4. Theoretical background

where η · ( f l )2 is the energy consumption of the CPU cycle, η represents the energy factor, and the size depends on the CPU chip
architecture [4].

t iexe
,e =

di

where q represents the energy consumption of processing 1 bit of
data on the edge server. In summary, the total energy consumption of the system is the sum of the energy consumption of task
execution on the local UE, the communication energy consumption
of task oﬄoading to the edge server, and the energy consumption
of task execution on the edge server.

where C represents the CPU cycles required by the computing
node to process 1 bit of data. t ict,l represents the completion time of
task i, which is the sum of the start execution time of task i and
the execution time of task i. The task response time is the difference between the task completion time and the task submission
time.
If task i is executed on the UE, there is no communication delay
and no communication overhead. The energy consumption overhead of task i on the UE is the execution energy consumption, and
the execution energy consumption can be expressed as:
2
E exe
i ,l = η · ( f l ) · d i · C ,

(9)

t ict,e

• S represents the state space, which is a collection of nonempty
ﬁnite states in the MEC scene.

• A represents the action space, which is a collection of all
actions that can be selected in the MEC scene. A s represents the set of all optional actions in the current state s,
A s = {a1 , a2 , ..., an }.


• P represents the state transition probability, and P s |s, a
represents the probability of transition to the next state s after performing action a in the current state s.
• R represents the reward value function, and R (s, a) represents
the reward value of the external environment obtained after
action a is executed in the current state s.

(7)
(8)

After the task is processed by the edge server, the data size in
the result is far less than that before the task is processed, and the
downlink rate is higher than the uplink rate. The return delay of
the result can be ignored. Therefore, this paper is similar to the
previous work on mobile edge computing [12], [23], which ignores
the task in the edge server after processing, and the results are

To reasonably solve the task oﬄoading problem in the MEC environment, this paper models the task oﬄoading problem in the
MEC environment as an MDP based on Markov decision theory.
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4.2. Deep reinforcement learning

The update of the current Q-network parameters is coordinated by error backpropagation technology and the gradient descent method according to the square difference loss between the
target Q-value and the current Q-value. The loss function can be
expressed as:

Reinforcement learning (RL) [33] is an important branch of machine learning. In the past few years, a series of RL algorithms
have been widely used in cloud computing environments to solve
task scheduling and resource allocation problems. However, with
the complexity of application scenarios, when RL algorithms deal
with high-dimensional state space and action space problems, the
defects that easily cause dimensional disasters are gradually increased, and the performance of the algorithm gradually decreases.
With the further breakthrough of technology, to compensate for
the RL shortcomings, research scholars integrated RL and deep
learning (DL) [15] and proposed a new learning method, DRL [20],
[24]. DRL gives full play to the advantages of RL and DL. DL is
a machine learning structure with multiple hidden layers derived
from the study of artiﬁcial neural networks. Through a series of
transformations on the initial features of a large number of lowdimensional data in DL, the high-level data obtained can represent
the relevant category attributes of data to a certain extent and ﬁnd
their distribution rules. In essence, DRL is a kind of method that
uses a neural network as a value function estimator, speciﬁcally to
the MEC scene, that is, ﬁtting a high-dimensional action Q-value
through a neural network. The neural network used to ﬁt the Qvalue of action is generally called the Q-network, and its learning
and ﬁtting process can be expressed as:

N N ( Q (s, a; θ)) ≈ Q ∗ (s, a) .



yt = r + γ · Q

Algorithm 1: The DDQN Online Algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

(12)

Input: Scene state s
Output: Action a
Initialize replay memory and set its capacity to C rm ;
Initialize current Q-network with para θ ;
Initialize target Q-network with para θ − = θ ;
for t = 1, T do
Select a random action at with probability ε ; otherwise, select
at = arg maxa (st , a; θ);
Execute action at , obtain reward rt , transfer to the next state st +1 ;
Store experience tuple (st , at , rt , st +1 ) in replay memory;

Sample random minibatch of transitions s j , a j , r j , s j +1 from replay
memory;
Calculate the target Q-value using Eq. (13);
Perform a gradient descent step using Eq. (14);
Update current Q-network para θ ;
Every ξ steps, clone current Q-network paras to target Q-network;

13 end
14 Save current Q-network;
15 return a;

5. Algorithm design
In this section, ﬁrst, we describe the integrated trust mechanism. Secondly, we give a formal deﬁnition of the model optimization problem. Finally, we present the DDTMOA detailed algorithm.
5.1. Integrated trust mechanism
In real scenarios, some criminals may attack the computing
node with a virus, causing the computing node to be poisoned,
paralyzed and unable to operate normally. Due to the dynamic,
open and collaborative nature of the MEC network environment,
it is diﬃcult to ensure the security, privacy, and reliability of edge
data during task oﬄoading. To alleviate these problems, this paper
proposes a task oﬄoading integrated trust evaluation mechanism,
which includes trusted identity, trusted behavior, and trusted capability. A certain proportion of untrusted cases will occur randomly
in the computing nodes, and the speciﬁc proportion is less than or
equal to 5%.



st +1 , arg max Q (st +1 , a; θt ) ; θt− ,

(14)

With continuous training, the loss value is constantly updated
and adjusted. When the training reaches a certain number, the loss
value is close to 0 and tends to be stable, indicating that the training is suﬃcient and the algorithm has converged. The pseudocode
of the DDQN algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

The DDQN algorithm is a speciﬁc DRL algorithm that uses a
deep neural network (DNN) [14] as a function approximator as a
Q-network to ﬁt the Q-value of the action in the scene. The algorithm has two Q-networks with the same structure, one named
the current Q-network and the other named the target Q-network.
The current Q-network is used to estimate the current Q-value and
update the network parameters; the target Q-network is used to
calculate the target Q-value, and the target Q-network does not
need to update the network parameters. After a certain training
time step, the current Q-network will copy its network parameters to the target Q-network, and the update formula of the target
Q-value can be expressed as:





Loss (θ) = E ( yt − Q (st , a; θt ))2 .

(13)

a

where r is the reward value, γ represents the discount factor,
which is the tradeoff between the current reward and the future
reward of the agent, and its value ranges from 0 to 1. The larger
the value, the greater the agent values the current rewards; in contrast, the agent values the future rewards. θt is the parameter of
the current Q-network at time t, and θt− is the parameter of the
target Q-network at time t. arg max Q (st +1 , a; θt ) represents the
a

5.1.1. Trusted identity
Trusted identity refers to the credibility of the user’s identity
and the executable credibility of the computing node, and its value
is generally binary. The number 1 indicates that the identity is
trusted, and 0 indicates that the identity is not trusted. The trusted
identity value can be formalized as:

action a corresponding to the maximum Q-value obtained by the
agent after executing all the decisions at the current moment.
In essence, calculating the target Q-value can be divided into
two steps. First, an action is selected based on the current Qnetwork; then, the action is used to calculate the target Q-value in
the target Q-network. This process can also be understood as decoupling the target Q-value selection and the target Q-value calculation. The overestimation of the action Q-value can be eliminated
through two steps so that the convergence speed of the algorithm
can be accelerated. This process is also the key to improving the
DDQN algorithm performance compared with that of other related
RL and DRL algorithms.



V ide =

0, untrusted identity;
1, trusted identity.

(15)

In real life, there may be some malicious intrusion into the network to steal data, and there may also be criminals using viruses
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to attack the computing node so that the computing node paralysis
cannot work normally. Therefore, to be close to reality, this paper
considers that users and computing nodes have a certain proportion of untrusted cases. Only when the user’s identity is trusted
and the computing node is trusted can the user’s service request
be processed normally by the computing node.

5.2. Problem description
5.2.1. Optimization objective
This paper proposes a new task oﬄoading algorithm based on a
comprehensive trusted mechanism and combined with the DDQN
algorithm. The purpose of optimization is to ensure the oﬄoading
performance of the task while reducing the average response time
of the task and the total system energy consumption. The average task response time is the quotient of the sum of the response
times of all successfully executed tasks and the total number of
successfully executed tasks, and the total energy consumption of
the system is the total energy consumption of all tasks processed.
Assume the total number of submitted tasks is M, and the number of successfully executed tasks is m. Then, the average response
time of the task and the total energy consumption of the system
can be expressed as:

5.1.2. Trusted behavior
Trusted behavior refers to the behavior rules that computing
nodes must comply with. It is a subjective feeling about the degree
of trust in the computing node behavior. It manifests as a subjective feeling in the process of completely distrusting the behavior
of the computing node to complete trust. Its value is any value between 0 and 1. The higher the value is, the higher the credibility
of the behavior; the lower the value is, the lower the credibility of
the behavior.
Trusted behavior is related to the historical and current recorded behavior trust value. This paper uses the historical feedback of
the computing node to determine its behavior trust value. Historical feedback is also the historical scheduling result. One of the best
reﬂections of historical scheduling is the response time of task requests, so behavioral trust is time-dependent, and users are more
willing to trust the recent computing node scheduling. Therefore,
the time decay function is introduced, and the time decay function
can be deﬁned as:

F (n) =

t n − t n −1

,
n
j =1 t j − t j −1

m

(18)

i =1
m
tra
exe
E exe
i ,l + E l,e + E i ,e ,

E total =

(19)

i =1
tra
exe
if the task is executed on the UE, then t ires
,e , E l,e , and E i ,e are 0.
Similarly, if the task is oﬄoaded to the edge server for execution,
exe
then t ires
,l and E i ,l are 0.
When the whole oﬄoading process is completed, assume that
the total number of tasks oﬄoaded to the edge server is Y , and
the number of tasks successfully executed on the edge server is
y. Then, the task execution success rate and the task oﬄoading
success rate can be expressed as:

(16)

where t j represents the start time of the j-th task request response. The larger F (n) is, the longer the interval between the
start time of this task request response and the start time of the
last task request response. In contrast, the shorter the time interval.
Using the characteristics of the limit lim e x = 0, the time delay

ser =
osr =

x→−∞

factor Δtn = e − F (n) is deﬁned to measure the freshness of the service request. The higher the freshness is, the higher the behavior
trust value. The behavior trust value can be deﬁned as:

T n = T n−1 × Δtn−1 .

res
t ires
,l + t i ,e /m,

T averes =

m
M
y
Y

,

(20)

,

(21)

where the task oﬄoading success rate and the task execution success rate are two important indicators that reﬂect the task oﬄoading performance. The higher the task oﬄoading success rate and
the task execution success rate, the better the task oﬄoading performance of the MEC system.

(17)

5.2.2. Objective function
Only successfully executed tasks have time and energy costs.
The task oﬄoading integrated trust evaluation mechanism proposed in this paper ensures the security, privacy and reliability of
the data during the oﬄoading process. In other words, the integrated trust mechanism is the evaluation mechanism of whether
the task can be successfully executed. Only when identity, behavior, and ability are trusted can the task be successfully responded
to. Therefore, the objective function can be formulated as:

In this design, the behavior of all computing nodes is considered to be completely trusted at the beginning, that is, the behavior trust value of all computing nodes is initialized to 1, and only
when the behavior trust value of computing nodes is higher than
the minimum trust value T nlow that can be accepted by the task
request, can the task request be responded to.
5.1.3. Trusted capability
Trusted capability is the functional attribute displayed by the
computing node, and it is a set of QoS-related indicators, for example, computing power, storage space, memory size, deadline,
bandwidth and computing node throughput. Only when the relevant attributes of the task request are satisﬁed can the user’s task
request respond to the computing node; otherwise, the task request cannot be responded to. The trusted indicators considered
in this paper include the computing power, storage space, maximum response time deadline that task execution can tolerate, and
security level of the computing node.
In summary, only when the trusted identity, trusted behavior,
and trusted capability are all satisﬁed, can the user’s task request
be successfully responded to.

min T averes and E total
user
cn
s.t . C 1: V ide
= 1 and V ide
= 1,

C 2: T n  T nlow ,
C 3: memi  memcn ,
C 4: cpu i  cpu cn ,
C 5: t ires
,l  deadline i ,
C 6: t ires
,e  deadline i ,
C 7: sct i  sct cn ,
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user
cn
where V ide
and V ide
represent the identity trust value of users
and computing nodes, respectively, and constraint C 1 is the formal
description of trusted identity. Constraint C 2 is the formal description of trusted behavior. memcn and cpu cn represent the storage
resources and computing resources of the computing nodes, respectively, and sct cn represents the security level of the computing
nodes. The security levels of the edge layer computing nodes considered in this paper are low, medium, and high. Considering that
the local layer UEs are generally personal terminal equipment, the
security level of UEs is set to high. Constraints C 3 to C 7 are the
formal description of the trusted capability.

5.2.3. Optimization objective weight estimation
To optimize the two objectives at the same time, a problem
worth considering is how to allocate the weight of the two optimization objectives in the scene. At present, some researchers,
when considering the biobjective problem, generally divide the
weights of the two optimization objectives equally and integrate
the two objectives through a subjective weighting method. In this
way, considering the weight value of the optimization objective,
the subjectivity is too strong and has some limitations, which may
affect the convergence result of the algorithm, thereby affecting
the optimization performance.
In information theory, entropy is a measure of the degree of
chaos in the system. The more chaos there is in a system, the more
effective information it contains and the higher the entropy value.
Conversely, the smaller the degree of chaos in the system, the
smaller the amount of information contained, and the smaller the
entropy value. According to the characteristics of entropy, the entropy weight method [38] is regarded as a more objective method
for estimating the weight value of a single objective in multiple
objectives. Therefore, in this paper, the entropy weight method is
used to estimate the weight value of the task average response
time and total system energy consumption.
Assuming there are h samples and l indicators in the scene,
speciﬁcally, there are h computing nodes and l optimization objectives in the scene. The steps for calculating the optimal target
weight value using the entropy weight method are as follows:

Fig. 2. The DDTMOA framework.

5.3. DDTMOA
This paper proposes a novel task oﬄoading algorithm based
on a self-deﬁned integrated trust mechanism combined with the
DDQN algorithm, named DDTMOA. The core idea is to use the DL
method to ﬁt the state of the scene and then use RL to make a
reasonable decision and select the optimal action under the safe
and reliable environment of task oﬄoading. To determine whether
the task needs to be oﬄoaded, if necessary, determine which edge
server the task is oﬄoaded to for processing; if not, determine
which UE device the task is allocated to for processing. Finally,
the algorithm can effectively reduce the average response time of
the task and the total system energy consumption while having a
higher task oﬄoading level. The DDTMOA algorithm framework is
shown in Fig. 2.
As shown in Fig. 2, the DDTMOA algorithm continuously interacts with the external environment through the Q-network agent.
Based on the integrated trust mechanism according to certain
learning strategies, the Q-network agent explores the optimal action and executes the optimal decision. Each training generates an
experience sample, which is stored in the experience replay pool.
The experience samples in the experience replay pool are randomly selected for replay to update the target Q-value. Experience
replay technology can increase the learning speed of the algorithm
and improve the oscillation and divergence caused by the correlation of experience samples. The state set and action set of the MEC
scene and reward function are designed as follows.
State Set. The state of the scene is used as the algorithm input.
The state of the scene designed in this paper is simulated by the
weighted sum of the response time and energy consumption of the
task. The state space of the MEC scene can be expressed as:

(1) Since the magnitude of the optimization objectives may not
be uniform, it is necessary to standardize the objectives. The
min-max standardized processing method is expressed as:

xi , j =

xi , j − min x1, j , ..., xh, j





max x1, j , ..., xh, j − min x1, j , ..., xh, j

.

(23)

(2) Calculate the proportion of each sample value in the objective
under different objectives:

p i, j =

xi , j
h
i =1 x i , j

(24)

.

S = {s1 , s2 , ..., si , ..., sh } ,

(3) Calculate the entropy of different objectives:

e j = − (ln (n))−1

h





p i , j ln p i , j .

(4) Calculate information entropy redundancy:

(26)

(5) Calculate the weight value of the optimization objective:

wj =

er j
l
j =1 er j

.

(28)

where t ires , E i represents the response time and energy consumption of tasks processed on computing node i after standardized
processing. w kres and w kpow represent the weight values of response
time and energy consumption, respectively, in the scene when processing task k.
Action Set. The action set of the scene is a collection of all actions that the agent can choose in each state. Speciﬁc to the MEC
scenario, the action set is the collection of all computing nodes.
The action set of the MEC scene can be expressed as:

(25)

i =1

er j = 1 − e j .

si = w kres · t ires + w kpow · E i ,



(27)



1
2
i
A = acn
, acn
, ..., acn
, ..., ancn ,
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i
where acn
= 1, which denotes that in this decision-making process,
i
the agent selects action acn
; that is, the agent assigns the task to
computing node i for execution.
Reward Function. Each time the agent executes a decision, it
immediately obtains the reward value from the external environment. The reward value is used to evaluate the pros and cons of
the action selected by the agent when executing a decision. Obviously, a well-trained Q-network should have the ability to evaluate
the pros and cons of the selected actions, aﬃrm reasonable decisions, and deny unreasonable decisions so that the agent can
explore maximizing long-term returns. Therefore, the reasonable
design of the reward value plays an important role in algorithm
performance. The reward value function is designed as:


r=

−1, the constraint does not hold;


i
w res
1 − t ires + w ipow (1 − E i ) , otherwise

github.com/google/cluster-data. The original Google dataset contains many task attributes, such as machine ID, platform ID, and
logical job name. However, not all of these attributes are required
by us, and only some of them are used. In our task model, the task
index, task commit time, CPU and memory resources required for
execution are extracted directly from within the dataset, while the
task data size is obtained based on the cycle time per instruction
(CPI) and timestamp calculation. The main simulation parameters
in the scenario were designed with similar principles to those in
the literature [6], [35], [12], and [23], as shown in Table 1. The
relevant hyperparameters in the Q-network are shown in Table 2.
6.2. Comparison algorithms
To verify and evaluate the performance of the task oﬄoading
algorithm proposed in this paper, we introduced several classical
algorithms to compare with the DDTMOA algorithm. The ﬁrst is
the random oﬄoading algorithm (Random), which refers to the
random oﬄoading of tasks to compute nodes for processing and
is easy to understand and implement, with low time complexity. It
has certain effects in solving tasks such as task scheduling and task
oﬄoading. The second is the weighted round-robin oﬄoading algorithm (WRR), which oﬄoads tasks to compute nodes sequentially,
and due to the difference in computational power between heterogeneous compute nodes, nodes with higher computational power
generally set larger weights. The third and fourth comparison algorithms are task oﬄoading algorithms based on DQL [36] and DQN
[26], [22]. DQL and DQN are both speciﬁc algorithms in the DRL
method, which have been widely used in the MEC environment
to solve task oﬄoading and resource allocation problems with relatively satisfactory results, and both can effectively improve MEC
system performance. The great difference between these two algorithms is that they have different network structures. DQL has only
one deep neural network (DNN), which is used to approximate the
action Q-value; DQN approximates the action Q-value through two
DNNs with the same structure.

(30)

where r = −1, which indicates that the agent does not assign an
ideal executable computing node to the task during the decisionmaking process, resulting in the task not responding. In this case,
it should be given a negative value and set the worst reward
value. When the task can respond, the reward value is set as the
weighted sum of the two optimization objectives.
The pseudocode of the DDTMOA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: The DDTMOA algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: Task set
Output: Task average response time, total energy consumption, task
oﬄoading success rate, task execution success rate
for a task arrives in the task waiting queue do
Determine the generation area of the task;
Select a computing node for the task using the convergent Q-network
in Algorithm 1, and based on the integrated trust mechanism;
if the selected computing node is UE then
Process the task on the local device UE;
Calculate the task response time and compute energy consumption;

7
8
9
10

end
else

11

end

6.3. Performance evaluation
Oﬄoad the task to an MEC server for processing;
Calculate the task response time, compute energy consumption and
communication energy consumption;

6.3.1. Weight comparison experiments
In this paper, the objective entropy weighting method is used
to estimate the weight of different optimization objectives in the
MEC scenario. To verify the feasibility, validity and impact on the
algorithm performance of the objective entropy weighting method
for estimating the weight of optimization objectives, a set of comparison experiments of objective weighting and subjective weighting of the optimization objectives are set up in an MEC scenario
with multiple edge regions, multiple heterogeneous edge servers
and multiple UE to compare the convergence performance of the
DDTMOA algorithm through different weighting methods. The convergence results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
Fig. 3 shows a DDTMOA algorithm convergence graph using the
objective entropy weighting method to estimate the optimization
objective weights. Fig. 4 shows the DDTMOA algorithm convergence graph obtained by optimizing the objective weights by the
subjective mean. The subjective mean weighting approach, which
is also a weighting approach that is currently the focus of some
research scholars [27], [3], has certain limitations. From Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4, it is clear that the DDTMOA algorithm converges faster and
the ﬁnal convergence result is more stable when using the entropy
weighting method to estimate the optimization objective weights,
which indicates that it is feasible and more effective to use the
entropy weighting method to estimate the optimization objective
weights.
To further verify whether the entropy weight method can improve the performance of the algorithm. We compare the perfor-

12 end
13 Calculate the task average response time, total energy consumption, task

oﬄoading success rate, and task execution success rate;
14 return

6. Experiments and results analysis
In this section, extensive experiments are carried out, mainly
to evaluate the performance of our proposed DDTMOA algorithm.
First, we describe the experimental simulation environment, the
MEC scenario parameters, and the Q-network parameters. Second,
several classical algorithms that are compared with DDTMOA are
presented. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed
DDTMOA algorithm are veriﬁed through several sets of comparison
experiments.
6.1. Simulation environment and experimental parameters
The experimental simulation environment was built on a
Python 3.6 platform based on TensorFlow 1.13 under the Windows 10 operating system. Our simulated tasks are generated in
real time at the local end, mainly sorting out the real Google data
sets. The Google dataset is downloaded from GitHub at https://
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Table 1
Experimental Simulation Parameters.
Notation

Description

Value

C (cycle)

The CPU cycles required to process 1 bit data

500

f l (GHz)

The computing power of UE

U ni f (0.5,1.0)

f e (GHz)

The computing power of edge servers

U ni f (5.0,10.0)

P (W)

The transmit power

0.5

q (J)

The energy consumption of edge servers to process 1 bit of data

U ni f 1.0 × 10−9 , 2.0 × 10−9

B (MHz)

The communication bandwidth

2.0

N (W/Hz)

The noise power density of the channel

10−12

η

The energy factor

10−28

D (km)

The communication distance between UEs and BSs

[0.1,0.2,0.3]

Parameters

Value

ε

0.5

γ

0.9

The minibatch size Δ

32

Target Q-network parameter copy frequency ζ

20

The discount factor
The learning rate

α

0.01

The activation function

ReLU

The gradient optimizer

AdaDelta

The loss function

Mean square error



mance of the DDTMOA algorithm when the optimization objective takes the subjective weight values and the objective entropy
weight method to estimate the optimization objective weight values. Three sets of different subjective weight values are set: 1. the
weight value of task response
 time is 0.5, and the weight value of
energy consumption is 0.5 w res = 0.5,w pow = 0.5 ; 2. the weight
value of task response
value of energy
 time is 0.4, and the weight

consumption is 0.6 w res = 0.4,w pow = 0.6 ; 3. the weight value
of task responsetime is 0.6, and the weight
value of energy con
sumption is 0.4 w res = 0.6,w pow = 0.4 . The experimental results
are as follows:

Table 2
Q-network Parameter Settings.

The greedy coeﬃcient



Fig. 5. Task oﬄoading success rate.
Fig. 3. The objective entropy weight method DDTMOA algorithm convergence graph.

Fig. 4. The subjective weight method DDTMOA algorithm convergence graph.

Fig. 6. Task execution success rate.
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Fig. 7. Total system energy consumption.

Fig. 9. Task oﬄoading success rate.

Fig. 10. Task execution success rate.
Fig. 8. Average task response time.

success rate. The core idea of the WRR algorithm is to assign different weight values to the computing nodes according to their
computing power. The nodes with stronger computing power set
relatively larger weight values so that more tasks are oﬄoaded to
the computing nodes with more suﬃcient resources. DQN and DQL
are two speciﬁc DRL algorithms that have strong adaptive learning capabilities and can make decisions more rationally. Therefore,
they have a high oﬄoading success rate. However, the DDTMOA
algorithm is a further optimization based on both DQN and DQL.
Therefore, the DDTMOA algorithm has a high oﬄoading success
rate and is relatively stable.
As shown in Fig. 10, the DDTMOA algorithm also always has
a high task execution success rate for different sets of tasks. The
task execution success rate includes both cases where the task is
oﬄoaded to the edge and where the task is executed locally for
successful execution. To ensure that the task can respond successfully, the DDTMOA algorithm eventually explores a set of optimal
policies through adaptive learning to select the optimal action and
reasonably assign the task to a more resource-rich computing node
for processing. As a result, the proportion of tasks allocated to
resource-poor UE will be relatively small, the default rate will be
relatively low, and the task execution success rate will be relatively
high.
As shown in Fig. 11, the DDTMOA algorithm maintains low total
system energy consumption as the number of tasks continues to
increase. This indicates that the DDTMOA algorithm can make decisions more rationally and can reasonably oﬄoad tasks based on

As shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, when the objective entropy weight method is used to estimate the optimization
objective weight values, the task oﬄoading success rate and task
execution success rate of the DDTMOA algorithm are smaller, and
it has lower energy consumption and a smaller task average response time, which further shows that the algorithm has better
performance when estimating the optimization target weight values by the objective entropy weight method.
6.3.2. Basic experiments
To verify DDTMOA algorithm performance, this section conducts
comparative experiments based on different numbers of task sets
in an MEC scenario with 9 heterogeneous edge servers and 18
heterogeneous UE devices. That is, in the basic experiment, we designed the number of edge servers, BSs and UEs to be the same as
in Fig. 1. The experimental results are as follows:
As shown in Fig. 9, the DDTMOA algorithm always maintains a
high task oﬄoading success rate under different numbers of task
sets, the task oﬄoading success rate of the DQN and DQL algorithms is slightly lower than that of the DDTMOA algorithm, and
the task oﬄoading success rate of the WRR algorithm is lower
than that of the DQN and DQL algorithms but higher than that of
the random algorithm. This is because the random algorithm has
greater randomness, randomly oﬄoading tasks to different edge
servers for processing, which can easily lead to violations under
numerous trusted constraints, thus affecting the task oﬄoading
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Fig. 11. Total system energy consumption.

Fig. 13. Task oﬄoading success rate.

the number of resources requested for task execution and the resources of the computing nodes. That is, tasks with relatively large
quantities of data are oﬄoaded to compute nodes with more sufﬁcient computational resources, while tasks with relatively small
quantities of data are oﬄoaded to compute nodes with fewer computational resources. This ensures that the tasks can be successfully responded to and that the computing resources can be fully
utilized, thus enabling the battery life of the UE on the local end.
Combined with Fig. 10, it can be seen that the DDTMOA algorithm
can maintain a high task execution success rate and has low energy consumption, which further illustrates the advantages of the
DDTMOA algorithm over other algorithms.
It is not easy to ensure that no excessive system energy is
consumed and that the task has a low response time. However,
algorithm designs that sacriﬁce one goal to achieve another goal
are not reasonable. Based on different numbers of task sets, the
comparison results of the average response time of each algorithm
are as follows:

Fig. 14. Task execution success rate.

optimization objectives of total system energy consumption and
average task response time compared to other algorithms.
6.3.3. Extension experiments
To further validate the scalability and stability of the DDTMOA
algorithm, the MEC scenario simulated in this section was extended by increasing the number of UE devices at the local end
from 18 to 50. Comparative experiments were conducted under
different numbers of task sets based on the multiple UE scenario.
As shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, the DDTMOA algorithm maintains a low task oﬄoading success rate and task execution success
rate for different numbers of task sets as the number of compute
nodes increases. This further shows that based on the more complex MEC scenario, the DDTMOA algorithm can make more rational
decisions than other algorithms and can more effectively determine whether a task needs to be oﬄoaded and to which edge
server it should be executed, thus ensuring that the task can be
oﬄoaded and executed successfully.
The battery life of UE devices at the local end is limited, and
their computing power is relatively weak. Too many tasks assigned
to the UE for execution may both consume resources and fail to
meet the user’s QoS requirements. Task oﬄoading to the edge
server not only has execution energy consumption but also generates additional communication energy consumption. Therefore,
reasonable task oﬄoading to reduce system energy overhead is
particularly important. As shown in Fig. 15, the DDTMOA algorithm

Fig. 12. Average task response time.

As shown in Fig. 12, the DDTMOA algorithm has a low average task response time as the number of tasks increases, which
indicates that when using the DDTMOA algorithm, more tasks are
oﬄoaded to computational nodes with more computing resources
and computational power for execution, thus reducing the waiting
time and execution time of tasks resulting in a more signiﬁcant
decrease in the overall task response time. Combined with Fig. 11,
it can be seen that the DDTMOA algorithm better balances the two
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Fig. 15. Total system energy consumption.
Fig. 17. Task oﬄoading success rate standard deviation comparison.

Fig. 16. Average task response time.
Fig. 18. Average task energy consumption standard deviation comparison.

maintains a low total system energy consumption for different
numbers of task sets, which indicates that the DDTMOA algorithm
can fully and reasonably utilize the various resources of the computing nodes compared to other algorithms to ensure the energy
consumption level of the system.
As shown in Fig. 16, the DDTMOA algorithm also always has a
low average task response time and is relatively stable under different numbers of task sets. Combined with Fig. 15, it is easy to
see that the DDTMOA algorithm is more effective than other algorithms in balancing the energy and time overheads of the system
and can reduce both the total energy consumption and the average response time of the tasks. This shows that DDTMOA is more
intelligent than other algorithms and can make more reasonable
decisions based on the resources requested by the tasks and the
resources of the computing nodes.
To more intuitively reﬂect the robustness and stability of the algorithm, this section also compares the standard deviation before
and after the task oﬄoading success rate, the average task energy
consumption, and the average task response time of the basic experiment and the extended experiment. The comparison results are
shown in Figs. 17, 18, and 19.
As seen in Figs. 17, 18, and 19, the standard deviation of the
task oﬄoading success rate, the standard deviation of the task average energy consumption and the standard deviation of the task
average response time for both the basic and extended experiments of the DDTMOA algorithm are small compared to the other
algorithms. Moreover, based on the overall view, the difference

Fig. 19. Average task response time standard deviation comparison.

between the standard deviation of each metric of the DDTMOA algorithm in the basic and extended experiments is also small. This
indicates that the ﬂuctuations of the DDTMOA algorithm are minimal as the number of computational nodes increases, verifying
that the DDTMOA algorithm has good stability and robustness.
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Based on all the above comparison experiments, it can be seen
that the DDTMOA algorithm has better oﬄoading performance
than other algorithms, can effectively reduce the average task response time and the total system energy consumption, and has
good scalability, robustness and stability.
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7. Conclusions and future work
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